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References
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Journals and articles
Journal article

Journal article with inclusion of issue number (optional)

Journal article with DOI (and with page numbers)

Journal article by DOI (before issue publication with page numbers)

Article in electronic journal by DOI (no paginated version)

Journal issue with issue editor

Journal issue with no issue editor

Books and chapters
Book chapter

Book, authored

Book, edited

Book, also showing a translated edition [Either edition may be listed first.]

Chapter in a book in a series without volume titles

Chapter in a book in a series with volume titles

OnlineFirst chapter in a series (without a volume designation but with a DOI)

Proceedings and conference papers
Proceedings as a book (in a series and subseries)

Proceedings with an editor (without a publisher)

Proceedings without an editor (without a publisher)
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Paper presented at a conference

Online publications
Online document

Online database

Supplementary material/private homepage

University site

FTP site

Organization site

Other
Patent: Name and date of patent are optional
Dissertation

Institutional author (book)

Non-English, Latin alphabet publication cited in an English publication

Non-Latin alphabet publication cited in an English publication. Title of the publication in the original alphabet and an English translation are optional

In press
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